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ABSTRACT: The development of ultraviolet light-emitting materials is
attracting increased attention due to their important applications in
many technological fields involving light mediated treatment and
disinfection. Despite progress, further advancements in these materials
have been hindered by the limited availability of excitation light sources.
In this work, we utilize a convenient white flashlight as an excitation
source to explore the upconverted emission performance of a series of
ultraviolet phosphors, involving Tm3+, Er3+, Ho3+, Nd3+, or Pr3+ ion
activated systems. As an illustration, we demonstrate that a Tm3+-doped
yttrium phosphate (YPO4:Tm3+) exhibits ultraviolet emissions peaking
at 289, 346, and 362 nm upon exposure to the flashlight. Spectroscopic
investigations reveal that both energy-transfer upconversion and excited-
state absorption schemes contribute to the excitation. Considering the widespread use of flashlights, white-light excitability presents
a promising avenue for broadening the scope of functional ultraviolet phosphors.

■ INTRODUCTION
In developing upconverting phosphors, the vast majority of
studies are focusing on visible or infrared emissions,1−4 which
exhibit fundamental and practical perspectives in many fields,
such as anticounterfeiting, bioimaging, theragnostics, and
temperature sensing.5−12 In contrast, there is a relative lack
of research on the shorter-wavelength ultraviolet emis-
sion.13−17 Considering the important applications of ultraviolet
light in various technological fields that involve light-mediated
treatment and disinfection,18,19 upconverting ultraviolet
phosphors holds great promise.
Recently, there is increasing attention paid to the develop-

ment of upconverting ultraviolet phosphors, in which the
excitation is generally achieved by sequentially absorbing
multiple infrared photons.20−26 For instance, when illuminated
with a 980 nm laser at a very large excitation power density
(e.g., tens of W cm−2), ultraviolet emissions have been
achieved in Yb3+−Tm3+ or Yb3+−Ho3+ codoped material
systems, in which four or five photons are involved in the
excitation process.20−22 Moreover, the introduction of Gd3+ to
the Yb3+−Tm3+ or Yb3+−Ho3+ codoped materials can generate
additional ultraviolet emission from the Gd3+ ion through
nonlinear excitation,23−26 which is crucial for the development
of compact ultraviolet devices. Despite the progress made, it is
preferable for practical applications that the upconverting
ultraviolet phosphors can be easily excited with a relatively low
excitation power. Therefore, a visible-to-ultraviolet upconver-
sion scheme involving two-photon excitation is highly
anticipated.

Among the various upconverting ions, Tm3+, Er3+, Ho3+,
Nd3+, and Pr3+ ions are considered as candidate activators in
phosphors to achieve visible-to-ultraviolet upconversion
luminescence because of their ladder-like energy levels in the
visible region, as well as their emitting levels in the
ultraviolet.27−31 The reported ultraviolet phosphors that can
be excited by visible lasers include LaF3:Tm3+, NaYF4:Tm3+,
CsMgCl3:Er3+ , BaGd2ZnO5:Er3+ , Y2O3:Ho3+ ,Gd3+ ,
Y 2S iO5 :P r 3 + , BaGd2ZnO5 :P r 3 + , YBO3 :P r 3 + , and
Li2CaGeO4:Pr3+.

27−36 Besides the excitations with monochro-
matic light, the energy-level schemes of these activators in
phosphors also suggest that the upconversion processes may
also occur when excited by white light. Therefore, an
incoherent white light source such as a flashlight is preferred
to excite upconverting ultraviolet phosphors, as the flashlight is
more accessible and less hazardous than lasers.
In this work, we investigate the upconverted excitability of

ultraviolet phosphors by using a convenient white flashlight as
an excitation source. We center our discussion on a Tm3+-
doped yttrium phosphate (YPO4:Tm3+) among a series of
ultraviolet phosphors that we developed. Our measurements
confirm that the material produces upconverted ultraviolet
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luminescence when exposed to a white flashlight. Subse-
quently, we investigate the excitation mechanism behind the
white-light excitability and reveal the existence of energy-
transfer upconversion and excited-state absorption processes
during the excitation. Besides the ultraviolet emission from the
Tm3+ ion, we extend the upconverted emission wavelength by
introducing Gd3+ ion into the YPO4:Tm3+ combination. The
white-light excitability as well as the extended ultraviolet
emissions may serve as a conceptual optical tagging for object
identification in ambient lighting.

■ METHODS
All of the phosphor compositions were made by a routinely
used solid-state synthesis method. For the Tm3+-doped YPO4
phosphor material, the starting materials Y2O3, (NH4)2HPO4
(50% excess) and Tm2O3 were blended and finely ground. The
mixture was then calcined for 1 h at 800 °C. After an additional
grinding process, the mixture was pressed into a disk shape and
sintered for another hour at 1300 °C to produce a sample
suitable for spectral measurement. Here we have concentrated
on the YPO4:1%Tm3+ formula (hereafter referred to as
YPO4:Tm3+, unless stated otherwise). Apart from the
phosphate, other phosphors, involving LaMgGa11O19:Er3+,
NaYF4:Ho3+, YF3:Nd3+ and Lu2SiO5:Pr3+ were prepared by
mixing and grinding the raw chemicals according to a specific
stoichiometry and were sintered at 1400 °C (for gallate), 600
°C (for fluorides), and 1450 °C (for silicate), respectively.
All of the emission spectra were measured using the PTI

QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer (model 8075−11) at room
temperature. The excitation light sources included a filtered
xenon lamp, a 473 nm laser, a 589 nm laser, and a commercial
white flashlight (Ledlenser, MT18). When the flashlight was
used for measurement, the phosphor was illuminated with a
continuous light beam. Ultraviolet emissions from the
phosphors were collected by utilizing an ultraviolet bandpass
filter (Asahi Spectra USA, XUV0400-SP), which allowed the
ultraviolet light between 245−400 nm to pass through. The
ultraviolet image of the phosphor was captured using an
ultraviolet-B camera (OFIL, Scalar), which had sensitivity in

the range of 310−320 nm. To present the image, a red, false
color highlighted ultraviolet image was overlaid onto a true
color image.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Achievement of Visible-to-Ultraviolet Upconversion

Luminescence. To learn the luminescence performance and
emission character of the YPO4:Tm3+ phosphor, we first
measured its conventional photoluminescence emission
spectrum. Figure 1a shows that under 260 nm excitation
(Tm3+ 3H6 → 3P2 transition), the phosphor exhibits sharp-line
emission covering the ultraviolet and visible regions. In the
ultraviolet range, three distinct emission peaks with maxima at
289, 346, and 362 nm are identified and assigned to the 4f12 →
4f12 inner-configurational transitions from the 1I6 level (1I6 →
3H6 transition peaking at 289 nm and 1I6 → 3F4 at 346 nm)
and the 1D2 level (1D2 → 3H6 at 362 nm), respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 1b.
Besides the conventional downshifting luminescence, the

upconversion luminescence of the YPO4:Tm3+ phosphor under
excitation with a monochromatic visible laser has also been
examined. Under 473 nm laser excitation (power density, 3 W
cm−2), the phosphor exhibits ultraviolet emission peaking at
289, 346, and 362 nm, as shown in the emission spectrum of
Figure 2a. Villanueva-Delgado et al. have attributed the
excitation mechanism of the 362 nm emission (1D2 → 3H4
transition) in the NaYF4:Tm3+ material system to an energy-
transfer upconversion scheme.32 However, for the emissions at
289 and 346 nm from the 1I6 level, it appears that the 1I6
emitting level is also populated through an energy-transfer
upconversion excitation. This is because there is no pathway
for excited-state absorption when only excited by 473 nm.
Please note that the energy difference between 1G4 and 3PJ is
not in resonance with the wavelength of 473 nm. In addition to
the direct argument, the energy-transfer upconversion can also
be confirmed by a decay measurement shown in Figure S1. To
illustrate this, let us consider the 346 nm emission (1I6 → 3F4
transition) displayed on the right-hand side of Figure 2a, where
an energy-transfer upconversion scheme is proposed to explain

Figure 1. (a) Emission spectrum of the YPO4:Tm3+ phosphor under 260 nm excitation. (b) Assignment of the emission transitions. The labeled
peaks in part a correspond to the assigned transitions in part b.
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the excitation mechanism. Even so, upon exposure of the
phosphor to other excitation light sources, it cannot be
excluded that excited-state absorption is responsible for the
excitation of the 346 nm emission.
Subsequently, to confirm the presence of excited-state

absorption in the excitation of the 1I6 level, we utilized a
combined excitation with two lasers, a 473 nm laser (1 W
cm−2) and a 589 nm laser (2 W cm−2), to illuminate the
YPO4:Tm3+ phosphor. It is important to note that while the
589 nm wavelength is out of resonance with the ground-state

absorption transition of Tm3+, it may resonate with the Tm3+

1D2→ 3P2 transition. In our measurement, we maintained a
relatively low output power density of the 473 nm laser (i.e., 1
W cm−2), which is close to the threshold for nonlinear
excitation of the phosphor. As shown in Figure S2, the
phosphor exhibits a barely detectable intensity upon the low-
power 473 nm excitation alone, but the emission intensity is
remarkably enhanced under the combined excitation (473 and
589 nm lasers), indicating a two-step excitation based on the
excited-state absorption scheme. Figure 2b gives the emission
spectrum of the phosphor as well as a schematic illustration of
the upconversion upon the combined excitation. Conse-
quently, our experiment provides evidence that, in addition
to an energy-transfer upconversion scheme, excited-state
absorption plays a role in the population of the 1I6 emitting
level.
Nonlinear Excitation upon Illumination with the

Flashlight. According to the energy-level scheme of Tm3+

in phosphors, as well as the spectral feature of the incoherent
white light source, the upconversion process upon illumination
with a white flashlight is predictable. Subsequently, we
experimentally testify the upconversion of YPO4:Tm3+

phosphor using a powerful white flashlight (1.37 W cm−2) as
the excitation source, whose spectral composition has been
presented in Figure S3. By measuring the dependence of the
upconverted emission intensity on the power of the flashlight,
as illustrated in Figure S4, we confirm a two-step excitation
process. To testify the contribution of energy-transfer
upconversion or excited-state absorption, we prepare
YPO4:Tm3+ samples with varying Tm3+ content x, ranging
from 0.01 to 5 (where x is defined as YPO4:x%Tm3+). Upon
excitation by the flashlight, these phosphors exhibit ultraviolet
emissions from the 1I6 and 1D2 levels, respectively.
Figure 3a shows that the 346 nm emission intensity reaches

its maximum when x equals 1 and then declines with a higher
Tm3+ content due to concentration quenching. Figure 3b plots
the intensity ratio between the 346 and 362 nm peaks as a
function of the Tm3+ concentration, showing that the ratio
decreases at a high concentration of Tm3+. This suggests that
different upconversion schemes may be involved in the
excitations of the ultraviolet emission depending on the
Tm3+ concentrations. Notably, although the intensity ratio is

Figure 2. (a) Upconversion luminescence of the YPO4:Tm3+

phosphor under 473 nm excitation (3 W cm−2). On the left-hand
side, the emission spectrum is shown. On the right, a schematic
illustration of the energy-transfer upconversion (ETU) process
responsible for the 346 nm emission is provided. (b) Upconversion
luminescence of the phosphor upon exposure to combined excitation
with a 473 nm laser (1 W cm−2) and a 589 nm laser (2 W cm−2). The
emission spectrum is shown on the left-hand side, while the right-
hand side illustrates a schematic illustration of the excited-state
absorption (ESA) process responsible for the 346 nm emission.

Figure 3. (a) Upconverted emission spectra of YPO4:x%Tm3+ (x = 0.01−5) recorded upon illumination with a high-power white flashlight (1.37 W
cm−2). (b) Dopant concentration dependence of the emission intensity ratios between the 346 and 362 nm peaks. The 346 nm emission intensities
are also presented as a function of the Tm3+ concentration.
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relatively high in the diluted Tm3+ system (e.g., x < 0.05), the
absolute intensity of the 346 nm ultraviolet peak is low in
compositions like these. The increase in emission intensity, as
shown in Figure 3b, with dopant concentration implies that the
effect of cross-relaxation on the population of the 1I6 level can
be ruled out. Such an evolution of emission intensity is quite
understandable since the excitation is less efficient via excited-
state absorption in diluted Tm3+ compositions compared to an
energy-transfer upconversion scheme at high Tm3+ concen-
tration. As a consequence, one can deduce that both energy-
transfer upconversion and excited-state absorption are involved
in the excitation of the ultraviolet emission in YPO4:Tm3+.
Extension of the Ultraviolet Emission Wavelengths.

Besides the ultraviolet emission from Tm3+, the upconverted
emission can also be extended to other wavelengths by
introducing the Gd3+ ion into the YPO4:Tm3+ system.
According to the energy-level schemes of lanthanide ions,
Tm3+ has an emitting level that is nearly resonant with the
excited level of Gd3+.23 This means that after excitation into
the Tm3+ 3PJ/1I6 levels via the upconversion an energy transfer
from the Tm3+ 1I6 to the excited level of Gd3+ is possible,
followed by an ultraviolet emission from the 6P7/2 of Gd3+ (see
Figure 4a). The assumed energy transfer and the associated
ultraviolet emission have been experimentally verified in
Y1−zGdzPO4:Tm3+ (z = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) phosphors upon
exposure to the high-power flashlight (Figure S5). As an
example, Figure 4b gives the upconverted emission spectrum
of the Y0.4Gd0.6PO4:Tm3+ phosphor composition, which
consists of ultraviolet emission peaks at 312 nm (from
Gd3+), 346 and 362 nm (from Tm3+). Taking into account
the white-light excitability and ultraviolet emission perform-
ance of the phosphor, a realization of ultraviolet-B tagging for
object identifying in indoor lighting environment is expected.
In Figure 4c, we demonstrate the use of an ultraviolet B-
tagging patch (Y0.4Gd0.6PO4:Tm3+ composition) in ambient
lighting. When exposed to a flashlight, the phosphor surface
generates an ultraviolet-B emitting spot, producing clear
imaging via an ultraviolet-B camera (OFIL, Scalar). The

results described here indicate that the upconverting phosphor,
containing Tm3+ and Gd3+ ions, could function as a new type
of optical tag.
The above results fully demonstrate that the Tm3+-activated

phosphate phosphors can be excited by white light through
white-to-ultraviolet upconversion. To further validate the
upconverted excitability of various ultraviolet phosphors, we
have developed a series of materials, including LaMg-
Ga11O19:Er3+, NaYF4:Ho3+, YF3:Nd3+, and Lu2SiO5:Pr3+.
When these phosphors are excited by a powerful flashlight,
they exhibit ultraviolet luminescence. Figure 5 displays the

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of upconversion luminescence in the Y0.4Gd0.6PO4:Tm3+ phosphor when illuminated by a white flashlight. (b)
Upconverted emission spectrum of the phosphor, which is exposed to a powerful white flashlight with an intensity of 1.37 W cm−2. (c) Ultraviolet
imaging of the phosphor under excitation with the flashlight using an OFIL Scalar camera. In the picture, the ultraviolet-B signal is highlighted
through a red false color overlay.

Figure 5. (a) Upconverted emission spectra of LaMgGa11O19:Er3+,
NaYF4:Ho3+, YF3:Nd3+ and Lu2SiO5:Pr3+ upon excitation by a
flashlight with an intensity of 1.37 W cm−2. (b) Schematic
representations of the upconversion luminescence processes.
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upconverted emission spectra of these phosphors, with the
emission maxima at 320, 357, 355, and 270 nm, corresponding
to the 4f11(2P3/2) → 4f11(4I15/2) transition of Er3+, the
4f10(3D3) → 4f10(5I7) transition of Ho3+, the 4f3(4D5/2) →
4f3(4I9/2) transition of Nd3+, and the 4f5d → 4f2(3H4)
transition of Pr3+, respectively. To evaluate the excitation
mechanisms of these phosphors, the spectroscopic approach
presented in Figures 2 and 3 may be applicable.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have developed a series of ultraviolet
phosphors activated by Tm3+, Er3+, Ho3+, Nd3+, or Pr3+ ion.
These phosphors exhibit white-to-ultraviolet upconversion
luminescence when excited with a convenient flashlight. As a
proof of concept, we use the YPO4:Tm3+ phosphor to
demonstrate the upconverted emission performance when
exposed to the flashlight. The 1I6 level of Tm3+ in the phosphor
is excited by absorbing two visible photons followed by
ultraviolet emission. Moreover, by introducing the Gd3+ ion
into the lattice through an energy transfer design, the emission
wavelength of the phosphor can be extended. Consequently,
this work provides a novel excitation strategy for achieving
multiwavelength ultraviolet emissions, paving the way for
broadening the scope of ultraviolet phosphors with upcon-
verted excitability.
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